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Secant Healthcare to exhibit new solutions and announce
new executives at HIMSS17
Look for Secant Healthcare at Booth #7974 on the HIMSS17 exhibit floor in Orlando, Fla.
Chicago, Ill. – January 31, 2017 – Secant Healthcare will exhibit its data migration solutions at
the 2017 HIMSS Conference & Exhibition at the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando,
Fla. From Feb. 19–23, 2017, more than 40,000 healthcare industry professionals are expected at
the conference, where they will gain expert insights during the exchange of innovative ideas and
best practices in improving health through IT.
Secant Healthcare finished 2016 with its best year on record, tripling its revenue from 2015. “The
investments we made in the early part of 2016 are paying off,” said Chief Financial Officer, Tim
Rogers. “As mergers and consolidation in the healthcare industry continue, our data migration
solutions are in high demand.”
Specializing in new DICOM and PACS implementation, patient data flow, and data migration,
Secant Healthcare will soon finalize significant contracts with two new international customers.
“These new opportunities will help continue to fuel our momentum,” adds Marwan Baya, President
of the company. “We will also announce vice presidents of OEM sales and sales and marketing
before HIMSS17, and we expect these leaders to provide access to new channels domestically
and internationally.”
The Secant Healthcare team is slated to introduce new solutions in 2017, including a newly
revamped data migrator dashboard, a data analytics tool, and a migration engine that is 30%
faster than its current application.
“We have successfully piloted these new solutions with multiple customers, including The Mount
Sinai Hospital,” said Baya. “We have a great story to tell, and we look forward to sharing our
recent work with everyone at HIMSS17.” Secant Healthcare will also introduce integration
solutions to select companies in the first quarter of 2017.

###
About Secant Healthcare
Secant is a leader in efficient migrations, data cleansing, cloud-based HL7 management, helping
provide viable and relevant patient-centric medical imaging records, communication, and population
health data to your management systems. Secant’s processes are fast, efficient, and effective and
put you in control. Secant works with hospitals and medical companies that need a well-respected
partner with a solid history of delivering on time with positive results meeting industry standards to
exchange, integrate, share, retrieve and migrate medical image information. If your future includes
DICOM or Native image migration, Computer Image Analytics, Image exchange, and or deployment
of image viewing platforms, contact Secant at www.secanthealthcare.com.

